
Hematoma    
 
 
‘Hematoma’   (NL CA. 1849) a mass of clotted blood that forms in a tissue, organ or 
body space as a result of a broken blood vessel.     Websters. 
 
 
My friend Rob Kleyn had suggested the series title ‘Hematoma’ as an alternative to my 
original title ‘Bruises for Corporate Walls’. 
‘Hematoma’ would avoid any overt reference to architectural or economic organization 
by containing meaning within the body/corpus. 
 
I had been pondering fin de millennium socio-economics: the job insecurity that spread 
from the shop floor up through levels of management, the feverish downsizing that had 
decimated middle class consumerdom, the shriveling of academic freedom as those who 
once would have been given tenure now faced a life of short term contracts that didn’t 
even afford a dental plan. Institutional and corporate art collections were put on hold as 
they could not indulge in esthetics at the same time as ushering out redundant employees. 
No one could afford to look comfortable in the face of suffering. 
 
Why of course! The series title came to me!   ‘Bruises for Corporate Walls’. 
 
The very walls could express the trauma ---- and esthetically. 
What could better employ the depth of hue and spirit reached at the peak of Modernism 
in a Rothko or a Reinhardt then the multi-colored subtleties of a hug bruise. 
Corporations could savor esthetics at the same time as they ushered out their downsized 
members because their very walls would express compassion. 
 
Unfortunately my prospective Tokyo art dealer at the time, the Face Gallery, was 
disturbed by my concept/title. I took Rob’s advice and settled for the series title 
‘Hematoma’. 
 
Shortly after, Benetton (you know: the ‘United Colors of Benetton’, the Italian group that 
used a person with AIDS as an advertising image) they bought the Japanese corporation 
that owned the Face Gallery, restructured and closed the gallery. 
 
Hematoma international. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brief Notes on the Hematoma Series 
 
Initially                       an object that is primarily a color experience. 
 
Materiality                  composed of even surfaced, monochromatic, square modules that 

stand one inch from the wall, the edges are beveled back to the 
wall and give little clue as to substance (medium: cast pigmented 
polymer resin on gessoed wood). 

 
Painting/sculpture       on the wall/touching the floor. 
 
Finish                          the flat even finish of a photo rather than a painting. 
 
Depth                          a glazed mottled depth of real and illusional space beneath the   

surface (unlike a photo). 
 
Scale                           two square modules make up a 4ft x 8ft standardized architectural 

unit, which integrates with the surrounding architectural space. 
 (the 2ft x 2ft modules are even units of the 4ft x 4ft modules) 
 
Title                           ‘Hematoma’: to eliminate external visual reference by containing 

meaning within the body/corpus. 
 
Tradition                     in the high modern tradition of Rothko or Reinhardt but after the 

episode of post-modernism. 
 
Finally                         an experience of esthetic presence. 
 
 
                                    Tom Burrows, February 1997. 
 
                   
 
   


